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About This Game

THE GAME

Damage is a violent but humorous 2D-adventure-shooter based on Amiga cult classic which was originally released in 1996.

The idea of Damage is simple: kill as many people as possible!

Damage is an adventure game where you can roam freely in a wide urban setting, loot money and goods, buy weapons and other
equipment from the black market and kill thousands of enemies: harmless civilians, policemen, army troopers, organised

criminals, bloodhounds and vehicles.

DSBoH is humoristic and harmless outlet for our violent instincts.

THE STORY

In Damage you take control of a formerly exemplary man named Michael Modelcitizen, who had everything a man could
possibly dream of. Because of that, he soon became deeply frustrated. Michael tried various methods in search of a new super

human state, but during the process something went terribly wrong. The solution to regaining his previous status is ugly.

Michael starts with a primitive baseball bat, taking out unaware passers-by. It's not long before Michael's actions begins to
attract the members of authority - who all try to eliminate him. Of course, he has access to numerous appetising weapons, and
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he starts experimenting with dangerous drugs to keep himself alive.

In Damage, you play as Michael and we guarantee you many, many delightful discoveries and a feeling of extreme freedom to
venture and express yourself.

LEGACY

About Amiga version (1993-1997)

The enormous project of making an ideal game of our own started back in 1993. We soon became overly ambitious, and we had
no idea of what it took to carry out our plans. But we couldn't give in, just took new challenges to make Damage the best it

could be. In 1996 the game was ready and players loved it!
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Title: Damage: Sadistic Butchering of Humanity
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Suomi-Peli
Publisher:
Suomi-Peli
Release Date: 11 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64bit

Processor: Intel i3-4005U @ 1.7 Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 9400M

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 250 MB available space

English
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Amazing it was in the E3 Trailer.. This is a very strange RPG\/Dungeoncrawl.

I'll give it a recommend based on the fact that it seems to be a very deep game even though I just can't seem to get into it.
Maybe some rainy day I will come back to it.

If you like weird\/quirky\/no hand holding type of games and don't mind RPGMaker fare, then give this one a look.. Vice City
Truck Simulator

This game is a fun story driven truck simulator game. Heads up the handling of the trucks is very arcade like and not realistic
like ETS2. The game looks like the PS2 GTA games and your character looks like Tommy Vercetti lol. The game actually uses
real trucks like Freightliner, Peterbilt, Kenworth, Sterling and Western Star which is a huge plus towards making the game seem
realistic, just like the Shell gas stations in the game. Its an overall good game and worth buying when its on sale and at full price
is worth it too if u r a truck fan.. For those of us who participate and enjoy game jams, this series is an absolute must-watch. For
those of you who are aspiring game designers, here's your introduction into the industry. I have enjoyed every installment that
has come out so far. In each episode, two game developers (you might recognize a few of them) are given a theme and are given
45 hours to make a game based on that theme. In every case so far, the two members seem to have very different backgrounds
and talents. You'll watch them struggle as they come up with basic game mechanics, visual \/ audio effects , and work around
various bugs that come up along the way.
It is unfortunate to me that most of the episodes have failed to meet their respected release dates. However, I'll let this slide,
since every episode so far has been well put-together and properly polished into a professional looking product.. As of March
17, 2018 the game works just fine in English past chapter 3. The translation is a little wonky, but the game itself is interesting..
It's a cute zombie survival game where you pick up mushrooms and mix them to make your bombs to hit at zombies. The
zombies come in waves so you'll have to be in your feet .

Recommended for the single player zombie people.
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It's very cute, so you control many different cats and you guide moving cube tank full of fish. You need to push the coloured
tanks into their coloured square. You can't let them go of the edge or they will de-spawn and if you stand under the cubes when
they are moving you will die. It is adorable i love it when you\/the cat goes of the edge there is like a rainbow effect. The game
is simple yet fun i will play more. The only downside is the title screen may make you dizzy. but all and all it if fun.
7.6\/10. Skully Pinball is a complete asset flip with no effort put into it as its actually a carbon copy of atleast one of the demo
tables in the Pinball Creator asset package. The controls are pretty horrible as you play on S and L for the flippers and spacebar
for nudging and Enter for the plunger.

Besides of that the socalled dev is actively deleting peoples critical comments in the forum even when people writes in a good
tone. I pretty much have bought everything pinball related from games to dlc's on steam and this one is deffently in the category
of the worst ive stumpled upon so unless you are a collector i would in no way recommend this trash and certainly not at full
price

Link to Pinball Creator asset package
https:\/\/assetstore.unity.com\/packages\/templates\/systems\/pinball-creator-74772. This game is extremely cheap which is
important cause while I have played this game I feel like alot in reality I have barely spent any time at all.

The reason is that each playthrough last from a few seconds to a few minutes. This has to do with the super twitchy play style,
which I find is great as a warmup to a good night of gaming. Get your mind focused real quick then dive into something.

It cost less the a fast food meal, what are you waiting for.... This is more arcade than simulation and for that reason i can't
recommend it. The battles fail to keep you engaged for someone that loves depth and strategy you will be disappointed but if
you are looking for a good naval arcade shooter then this is for you.

6.5/10 this is not a strategy imo it's arcade.. Fun ilttle time waster
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